
BRAND & INNOVATION
Brands communicate messages and impact on the  

interaction with the product. The customer’s experience 

is therefore a pivotal factor in a brand’s success.

Integrated brand  
research delivers explicit 
departure points for  
profitable strategic brand 
management.

A brand is never independent from its products and what customers 
experience with them. A company’s strategic brand management therefore 
requires interdisciplinary coordination – from product development through 
to marketing and communication.

Tools and Methods

The overriding task of market research is to mirror this complexity and  
to add to it with sound leads from a market perspective. This makes inte-
grated research ever more important, since it generates a link between 
standalone research topics such as U&A, customer satisfaction, advertising 
effectiveness and brand tracking.

LINK Institute develops customised research designs to support you in your 
brand management and development of sustainable market strategies.



LINK Brand Interaction

LINK Brand Interaction shifts the focus from purely measuring KPI to the 
interaction between the consumer and the brand. The personal brand 
experience is observed from various perspectives and transformed into 
seamless feedback. A holistic brand portrait emerges from research  
findings on advertising effectiveness, touchpoints, brand analysis and 
customer satisfaction that, up to now, have been fragmented.

LINK Brand Interaction not only sets new standards in surveys and analysis  
but also creates useful interfaces for interpreting research findings.  
Marketing and communication can translate findings from brand tracking 
immediately into measures and activities without delay.

LINK Brand Innovation

Companies need to be innovative. They must develop new products  
and services more frequently, exploit potential and open up new markets. 
The brand image grows with these innovations. It is therefore essential 
that innovation is not considered a mere image statement (‘is an innovative 
brand’) but becomes an integrated component of market research. 

LINK Brand Innovation offers answers to questions such as: where are 
the white spots for our brand? Can the brand plausibly develop in other 
sectors? How high is the potential among the existing stakeholders?  
A systematic segmentation of the current market delivers answers to such 
questions and generates key starting points for profitable brand and  
product development.
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